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Paralleling (but lagging) satellite development, SSA, long the sole
domain of sophisticated militaries, now includes commercial providers.
These commercial capabilities, identified as beneficial to the sustainable
use of outer space1, have demonstrated technical sophistication sufficient
to positively contribute to the mitigation of satellite interference and
provide actionable SSA information. Utilizing small optical telescopes, these
entities are able to determine the orbits of objects in the geosynchronous
orbit (GSO) to sizes as small as 1 m2, with measured positional uncertainties
of 10s of meters, on the order of the size of a modern communications
satellite. These techniques can benefit satellite operators and STM
providers in several ways:
• Removal of satellite “longitude bias” via absolute stellar
reference frame measurements allows GSO satellite cluster members to
avoid adjacent satellites.
• Measurement and incorporation of perturbative natural forces
allows accurate conjunction analysis, further into the future, between GSO
satellites and space debris and active satellites.
• Measurement of satellite ephemeris via these techniques (which
are now more accurate than traditional radio-frequency methods) allows
greatly reduced uncertainties when employing dual-satellite geolocation to
determine the location of terrestrial satellite jamming2 sites.
We describe the current state-of-the-art in commercial SSA, and
possible benefits to civilian STM providers.
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